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ABSTRACT: Due to the synergic feature of individual components in hybrid
(nano)biomaterials, their application in regenerative medicine has drawn
significant attention. Aiming to address all the current challenges of aerogel as
a potent scaffold in bone tissue engineering application, we adopted a novel
synthesis approach to synergistically improve the pore size regime and mechanical
strength in the aerogel. The three-dimensional aerogel scaffold in this study has
been synthesized through a versatile one-pot aqueous-based sol−gel hybrid-
ization/assembly of organosilane (tetraethyl orthosilicate) and silk fibroin (SF)
biopolymer, followed by unidirectional freeze-casting of the as-prepared hybrid
gel and supercritical drying. The developed ultralight silica-SF aerogel hybrids
demonstrated a hierarchically organized porous structure with interesting
honeycomb-shaped micromorphology and microstructural alignment (anisotro-
py) in varied length scales. The average macropore size of the hybrid aerogel lied
in ∼0.5−18 μm and was systematically controlled with freeze-casting conditions. Together with high porosity (91−94%), high
Young’s modulus (∼4−7 MPa, >3 order of magnitude improvement compared to their pristine aerogel counterparts), and
bone-type anisotropy in the mechanical compressive behavior, the silica-SF hybrid aerogel of this study acted as a very
competent scaffold for bone tissue formation. The results of in vitro assessments revealed that the silica-SF aerogel is not only
cytocompatible and nonhemolytic but also acted as an open porous microenvironment to trigger osteoblast cell attachment,
growth, and proliferation on its surface within 14 days of incubation. Moreover, to support the in vitro results, in vivo bone
formation within the aerogel implant in the bone defect site was studied. The X-ray radiology and microcomputed tomography
analyses confirmed that a significant new bone tissue density formed in the defect site within 25 days of implantation. Also, in
vivo toxicology studies showed a zero-toxic impact of the aerogel implant on the blood biochemical and hematological
parameters. Finally, the study clearly shows the potential of aerogel as a bioactive and osteoconductive open porous cellular
matrix for a successful osseointegration process.

KEYWORDS: silica, silk fibroin, hybrid aerogel, sol−gel, bone tissue engineering

1. INTRODUCTION

Bone tissue engineering (BTE) is an alternative approach to
current therapies available for severe bone defects with poor
manifestations of self-regeneration.1 Accomplishment of BTE
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needs three-dimensional (3D) templates (scaffolds) of
appropriate morphology and chemical characteristics to imitate
the extracellular matrix (ECM) and allow cells to migrate,
attach, grow, proliferate, and differentiate.2 A variety of
materials, such as synthetic and natural polymers, ceramics,
and hybrid materials, as well as various manufacturing
technologies have been employed to develop scaffolds with
the aim of resembling physicomechanical and biological
properties of the bone tissue. Along with biocompatibility
and biodegradability, an ideal scaffold for BTE needs a series of
requirements in terms of (micro)structural functions. Consid-
ering a porous structure as an example, it is revealed that
micron-sized pores (20−1500 μm)3 are required for cell
ingrowth, spreading, and proliferation, whereas nanosized
porous struts impart mechanical stability (desired is 5−10
MPa for compressive strength), flexibility, nutrition delivery,
signaling communication of cells, and excrements’ removal.4,5

In addition, hierarchically organized porosity is particularly
advantageous for in vivo neovascularization and proper cell
attachment across the scaffold. The large internal surface
contributed by primarily micro- and mesoporous struts also
favors protein adsorption, ion exchange, and formation of the
hydroxyapatite (HAp)-rich cement line in the early stadium of
osteoconduction.6

Silk fibroin (SF), a protein-based biopolymer with plenty of
tissue-like features and high biocompatibility, controlled
degradability, favorable mechanical strength, and processability
to various material forms, has been widely explored as the
backbone of BTE scaffolds.7,8 Injectable gels,9 freeze-dried9 or
progene-leached sponges,9,10 electrospun11 and 3D printed
constructs,12,13 and composites with (bio)-inorganic materi-
als14 are the most studied constructs of SF for cell colonization
and proliferation in vitro and in vivo.15 However, SF
processing into ultralight and resilient aerogel, the so-called
AeroSF, with hierarchical porosity through successful imple-
mentation of the sol−gel reaction and the green supercritical
CO2 drying approach, has recently been reported in our

group.16 The reported AeroSF is hypothesized to become a
potent biomaterial for the BTE as it provides improved
mechanical feature and osteoconductivity.
Aerogels are 3D porous nanostructured materials with

exceptional physical properties, such as extremely low densities
(0.003−0.5 g cm−3), high specific surface areas (100−1200 m2

g−1), high porosities (80−99.9%), and tunable surface and bulk
chemistries.17,18 Thanks to these promising features, they can
be considered interesting, supportive templates for bone
formation. However, the lack of micron-sized porosity and
poor mechanical strength combined with poor machinability or
shaping to a sophisticated construct are still important
bottlenecks, which should be mitigated to achieve a real
breakthrough in aerogel-mediated BTE.6,8 Therefore, further
research on aerogels is required to (1) develop robust
processing techniques to confer controlled macroporosity to
aerogel for host cell colonization, (2) improve the aerogel
synthesis method to achieve a mechanically strong scaffold that
can temporarily substitute natural tissues without compromis-
ing the biocompatibility of the materials, and (3) allow the
incorporation of bioactive compounds (e.g., growth factor) in
high yields to impart bioactivity to respective scaffolds and
promote new tissue growth.19−26

For an efficient mechanical reinforcement in the silica
(SiO2) aerogel, as a principal constituent of the novel scaffold
of the current work, several strategies have been imple-
mented.16,26,27 Among them, synthesis of mechanically robust
hybrid aerogels with an interpenetrating network (IPN)
consisting of sustainable biopolymers, such as polysaccharides
and proteins, to impart some mechanical resiliency to the
delicate inorganic silica16,27 and polysilsesquioxane
([RSiO3/2]n)

28,29 structures has been drawing tremendous
attention. We recently synthesized hybrid aerogels with an IPN
structure by combining the intriguing features of the SF
biopolymer with those peculiar physical properties in silica and
silsesquioxane aerogels that reflect the properties of both initial
constituents.16,30 Versatile in situ sol−gel reaction of the SF

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the synthesis procedure for the silica-SF aerogel hybrid scaffold through sol−gel reaction, unidirectional freeze-
casting, and supercritical drying approach.
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solution with the organosilane phase was conducted through
precise control on the gelation kinetics and phase separation to
form a covalently bonded IPN structure at a molecular
scale.16,28

Various ways have been described in the literature to impart
micron-sized porosity to the bone scaffolds.31 Among the
techniques like phase separation (soft) and template
sacrification (hard), emulsion, and gas foaming, the unidirec-
tional freeze-casting or ice-templating method proved to
function well.1,31 The unidirectional nucleation and growth
of the ice crystals, as a green template, by applying a
temperature gradient in the gel body not only provide the
macroporosity but also render the gel with a valuable bone-
type anisotropy or an ordered honeycomb-like microstruc-
ture.32 The anisotropic scaffold structure is further asset for the
cell guidance, differentiation, biofactor and nutrient trans-
ferring, and the bone vessel formations within the final
scaffold.32−36 Also, the alignment of the microstructure in the
gel body toward the ice growth direction would not
compromise the mechanical integrity in the scaffold as the
other harsh, hard templating techniques do.37

Herein, we aim to develop a multiscale porous hybrid silica-
silk fibroin aerogel-based scaffold through in situ processing of
tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) with the SF biopolymer in an
entirely aqueous-based sol−gel reaction, followed by unidirec-
tional freeze-casting and then by CO2 supercritical drying
(scCO2) (Figure 1). In our proposed fabrication method, SF
possesses high mechanical resiliency and supports the
compressive and bending flexibility in the final scaffold as an
organic extracellular bony matrix. On the other hand, the
nanostructured silica renders mechanical stiffness like
inorganic reinforcement or filler as observed in the bone.
Moreover, proven osteoconductivity in nanostructured sili-
ca38,39 is speculated to equip the SF with bioactivity and cell
adhesion feature, compensating the SF deficiency for arginine−
glycine−aspartic acid (RGD) integrin, a peptide motif
responsible for cell attachment to the ECM. Robust
analogizing of the sol−gel reaction with unidirectional freeze-
casting could successfully improve the macroporosity,
mechanical strength, and anisotropy in the microstructure
with establishing a structure−property relationship in the final
aerogel scaffold. The final 3D composite scaffold was not only
biocompatible but also highly osteoconductive and promoted
new bone formation in vitro and in vivo.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. All chemicals in this study were used without

purification. The Bombyx mori silkworm cocoons were purchased
from Wild Fibers, U.K. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (98% purity, TEOS),
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (98% purity, CTAB), meth-
anol (99.8%, MeOH), ethanol (99.9%, EtOH), lithium bromide
(LiBr) anhydrous, (99.99% purity, LiBr), sodium carbonate
(Na2CO3), 3-(4,5-dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium
bromide (MTT), Hoechst 33342, Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (DMEM), fetal bovine serum (FBS), Dulbecco’s phos-
phate-buffered saline (DPBS), trypsin, Triton X-100, ammonium
molybdate tetrahydrate ((NH4)6Mo7O24), oxalic acid (C2H2O4), 4-
methylaminophenol sulfate, anhydrous sodium sulfite (Na2SO3), and
sulfuric acid were received from Sigma-Aldrich. Bicinchoninic acid
(BCA)-reagent A and Slide-A-Lyzer Dialysis Cassettes with molecular
weight cutoffs of 3.5 kDa and a volume capacity of 3.5−5 mL were
purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific.
2.2. Silk Fibroin Extraction. The SF aqueous solution was

extracted from silkworm cocoons through a slightly modified
procedure reported in Nature Protocols by Kaplan et al.15 First, silk

cocoons (5 g) were cut into dime-sized pieces and boiled for 30 min
in a 2 L solution of Na2CO3 (0.02 M); then, fibers were rinsed with
plenty of ultrapure water and dried overnight. The dry silk fibers were
dissolved in LiBr (12−15 M) solution at 60 °C for 4 h and then
dialyzed against ultrapure water for 48 h. The dialyzed SF solution
was centrifuged at 9000 rpm twice, and the supernatant was stored at
4 °C for later use.

2.3. Preparation of Unidirectional Freeze-Cast Silica-SF
Aerogel Hybrid Scaffold. 2.3.1. Preparation of Silica-Silk Fibroin
As-Prepared Gel. To obtain silica-SF composites, we adopted a one-
step/one-pot acid-catalyzed sol−gel approach (cf. Figure 1) in which
a sol with a total volume of 5 mL is prepared comprising organosilane
(tetraethyl orthosilicate, TEOS, 3.37 mmol, 0.5 mL), SF biopolymer
(4 mL, 4% w/v) in an aqueous acetic acid solvent (0.5 mL, 120 mM),
and CTAB (0.5 g). In the total sol mixture, the SF to silane mass
fractions were 32:100. A homogeneous composite gel of silica-silk
fibroin hybrid was formed in the ventilation oven (40 °C) within 1 h
to complete the hydrolysis and condensation reaction of the silane
phase and the sol−gel reaction at the SF component, but also
establishing some covalent and noncovalent interactions of both
components at the molecular state.

2.3.2. Preparation of the Silk Fibroin As-Prepared Gel. The SF-
based hydrogel was prepared according to our previous works,16,28

which is briefly explained here. A mixture solution (5 mL) of SF (4
mL, 4% w/v) and acetic acid (1 mL, 10 mM) was prepared. The
solution was stirred for 15 min until a very low viscose gelly solution
was obtained. Then, the viscose solution was transferred to the
poly(tetrafluoroethylene) mold to complete the gelation in a
ventilation oven (40 °C, 4 h).

2.3.3. Unidirectional Freeze-Casting or Ice Templating the As-
Prepared Silica-SF Gel. The as-prepared weak hydrogels with
interpenetrating networks underwent unidirectional freeze-casting
according to the modified procedure reported by Nishihara et al.40

Freeze-casting was performed through immersing the cylindrical gel
unidirectionally at a constant rate of Vf (33 and 66 cm h−1) into a cold
bath maintained at a constant temperature of Tf (−10 and −197 °C).
The resulted sample has been designated as silica-SF-Tf-Vf in Table 1.
The ice growth was initiated from the bottom of the tube and
continued until the tube was completely frozen. Afterward, the sample
was transferred into a cold bath maintained at 0 °C for 2 h to preserve
the ice rod template in the gel to strengthen the structure and
preserve the created semi-microhoneycomb-shaped structural pattern.
After this low-temperature aging, the sample was thawed at room
temperature, 23 °C, for 0.5 h. The thawed samples were transferred
into the oven at 40 °C for 48 h to continue aging and allow
finalization of the rest of the sol−gel reaction in the gel. Next, samples
were washed four times at 8 h intervals with ethanol to remove CTAB
and unreacted precursors and treated with a 70:30 (v/v) methanol/
ethanol mixture and finally transferred into scCO2 autoclave and
supercritically dried.

The same directional freeze-casting approach was also applied for
the SF-based hydrogel.

2.4. Chemical, Biophysical, and Mechanical Properties of
the Aerogel. Solid-state 29Si and 1H NMR spectra of the aerogels
were obtained by using an Inova 500 spectrometer using a 4 mm solid
probe with cross-polarization (CP) and magic angle spinning (MAS)
at 11 kHz. A solid-state 1H−29Si heteronuclear correlation
(HETCOR) NMR spectrum was collected using 4 mm zirconia
rotors with a spinning rate of 11 kHz and applying homonuclear
decoupling using continuous phase modulation (DUMBO) to
increase the 1H spectral resolution. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images were recorded with a JEOL 200F cold field-emission
(W) filament, 200 keV, operated at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV.
Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)-TEM-elemental mappings
were recorded by JEOL, Centurio 100, with a detector area of 100
mm, solid angle of 0.97 sr, and resolution of ∼133 eV for Mn.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken with a
scanning electron microscope (Zeiss ULTRA Plus) running at 5 kV
with an in-lens detector and a working distance of around 4 mm. SEM
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra were taken by the same
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microscope running at 15 kV and a working distance of around 9 mm.
For X-ray microcomputed tomography (μ-CT) data, the sample was
scanned with RX solutions (EasyTom 160) using a 4032 × 2688
charge-coupled device camera (XIMEA, Germany) and a LaB6
filament working at 50 kV voltage, 90 μA current, 750 ms integration
time, averaging 6, and 3488 projections. The bulk density was
calculated from the corresponding mass and volume of the cylindrical
aerogel. Nitrogen adsorption−desorption measurements were carried
out at 77 K using Micromeritics ASAP 2420. Before analysis, the
sample was outgassed at 60 °C in vacuum (10−5 bar) for 24 h to
remove adsorbed species. The skeletal density was measured using a
helium pycnometer (AccuPyc II 1340, Micromeritics). From the
skeleton and bulk density values, the porosity ε (%) (1), pore volume
(Vp) (2), and pore diameter (Dp) (3) of the samples were calculated
according to the following equations:

ε
ρ ρ

ρ
=

−
×porosity, (%)

1/ 1/

1/
100b s

b (1)

ρ ρ= −−Vpore volume, (cm g ) (1/ 1/ )pore
3 1

b s (2)

=D V Spore diameter, (nm) 4 /pore p BET (3)

The specific surface area was calculated with the Brunauer, Emmett,
and Teller five-point method in the relative pressure range of 0.05−
0.3. Mechanical characterization of the composites was carried out on
the monolithic cylindrical samples using a universal mechanical
testing equipment (Zwick/Z010, Zwick/Roell, Germany) equipped
with a 1 kN force transducer (KAP-S, AST Gruppe GmbH, Germany)
in a controlled environment (23 °C, 50%).

2.5. Cell Lines, Culture Conditions, and Scaffold Prepara-
tion Conditions. The human osteosarcoma MG-63 cell line (ATCC
CRL-1427) was cultured in DMEM supplemented with fetal calf
serum (10% FBS), 100 U mL−1 penicillin, and 0.1 mg mL−1

streptomycin. The cultures were maintained in a humidified incubator
at 37 °C with 5% CO2.

The aerogel scaffolds (6 mm diameter × 1 cm height) were treated
with graded ethanol (100, 70, 50, and 20%, 30 min each treatment) to
sterilize them. The matrixes were then washed with excess 1×
Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffer saline (DPBS) (pH 7.4) three times, 15
min each, for complete removal of the ethanol. After washing, the
sterilized aerogel scaffold was incubated in complete culture media to
precondition them for boosting cell attachment and the biocompat-
ibility test. For the cell seeding test, the excess media was removed by
squeezing the scaffold very gently prior to cell seeding to soak the cell
suspension without letting them float around.

2.6. Cell Viability. Indirect MTT assay was performed to test the
cytotoxicity of the scaffold’s degradation or leaching products for 14
days. Prior to the test, the sterilized aerogel scaffolds were immersed
in DMEM + 10% FBS and antibiotics for each time point (five time
points, three replications) at 37 °C in 5% CO2. Also, blank medium
(negative control) was incubated in the same condition for 14 days.
Next, 100 μL with 30 000 cells was seeded in fresh DMEM + 10%
FBS in each well in a 96-well plate for 24 h. At each time point (days
1, 3, 7, 10, and 14), the medium of each well, containing cells, was
exchanged with 100 μL of scaffold, blank, or fresh medium (DMEM +
10% FBS) and incubated for 48 h. Afterward, MTT staining solution
(10 μL, 5 mg mL−1 in DPBS) was added to the cell culture medium of
the sample, negative control, and fresh medium and incubated for 1.5
h at 37 °C. Next, the MTT solution was discarded, and 100 μL of
isopropanol was added to lyse the cells. After 5 min of shaking, the
absorption at 565 nm was measured on a TECAN Infinite M200 PRO
microplate reader.

2.7. Visualization of Cellular Attachment. The cell morphol-
ogy and attachment on the aerogel scaffold were tested by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and inverted fluorescence microscopy
(Olympus IX70). The sterilized aerogel samples were put in 48-well
plates. Then, 500 000 cells were counted and added to each well
followed by medium replacement every 48 h. At each time point (days
1, 3, 7, and 14), the samples were taken out of the culture medium,T
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washed with DPBS (pH 7.4) three times, and fixed by 2.5%
glutaraldehyde (in DPBS) at 37 °C for 1 h. After that, the samples
were dehydrated with different concentrations of ethanol (50, 70, 96,
and 100%) and finally vacuum-dried. The dried aerogel samples were
then sputtered with gold and analyzed with SEM. For fluorescence
microscopy, the DNA of the fixed cells attached to the scaffold was
stained with Hoechst 33342 (10 μg mL−1 in DMEM) and incubated
for 15 min at 37 °C in dark. Afterward, the samples were washed
twice with DPBS, and cell nuclei were visualized by fluorescence
microscopy.
2.8. Hemolysis Assay. Fresh human blood samples stabilized by

heparin were obtained from anonymous donors with the permission
of the respective institutional ethical committee. Within 2 h after
blood sampling, red blood cells (RBCs) were isolated by mixing 5 mL
of blood with 10 mL of DPBS and centrifugation at 2500 rpm for 6
min. This step was repeated five times to obtain an RBC pellet. Next,
5% hematocrit (HCT) suspension was obtained by mixing 1 mL of
the RBC pellet with 19 mL of DPBS. The hemolytic effect of the
scaffold was investigated by adding 200 μL of the 5% hematocrit to
800 μL of the different concentrations of scaffold powder in DPBS to
reach the final concentrations of 100, 200, 400, 800, and 1200 μg
mL−1. Each of the samples was vortexed for 5 s and subsequently
incubated at room temperature for 2, 4, 8, and 24 h. In each time
point, the samples were gently vortexed for 5 s and centrifuged at 13
000 rpm for 3 min. Afterward, 100 μL of the supernatant was
withdrawn to 96-well plates (Corning Inc., Life Sciences), followed by
quantification of the lysed hemoglobin (HGB) at 577 nm using a
Varioskan Flash Multimode Microplate Reader (Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc.). Milli-Q water was used as the positive control with
100% of RBC lysis effect. The results represent the average of, at least,
three independent experiments.
2.9. In Vivo Radiography, μ-CT Analysis, and Toxicity

Assessment during Bone Formation. The animal experiments
were approved by the Animal Ethical Committee of Zanjan University
of Medical Sciences. The osteogenic support of the developed scaffold
was studied on healthy Sprague Dawley male rats weighing 310−335
g. Fifteen rats were equally divided into three groups. The first group
was control without any bone defect and scaffold implantation. The
other two groups were (1) animals with bone defect induction in the
femur but without scaffold implantation and (2) animals with bone
defect induction in the femur and with scaffold implantation. Bone
defects were similar in all animals, and the scaffolds were implanted at
the defect site by the press-fit method for 25 day monitoring of the
bone formation and 60 day toxicity assessment. For radiological and
μ-CT analyses (Phoenix vjtomejx s, GE, Germany), the animals were
euthanized, and femurs were removed from all the three groups and
subjected to radiological and μ-CT experimentations. Macroscopic
photos of regenerated sites were also taken on 25 days post-
implantation. These studies were performed to investigate the
regeneration of bone and tissue ingrowth, position of the implant
inside bone, and scaffold interaction with the host bone over the
wound closure time. The X-ray imaging was under the condition of 75
mA, 85 kV, 500 ms per slice, and voxel size 26 mm. For the in vivo
toxicity test, blood collection from the animals was performed after 1,
15, 30, 45, and 60 days of scaffold implantation for the analysis of the
different biochemical and hematological parameters. The blood
analysis was performed within 4 h postsampling, and the plasma
biochemistry studies were conducted on the same day of the blood
collection. In all in vivo studies, all animals were kept in a ventilated
temperature-controlled animal room 5 days before starting the
experiments. The relative humidity of 60 ± 10% and a 12 h light/dark
daily cycle were applied in the animal room. During the studies,
standard polycarbonate stainless steel wire-topped cages were used for
housing the animals, and free access to rat chow and water ad libitum
were provided.
2.10. Statistical Analysis. The results are expressed as mean ±

standard deviations (SD) of at least three independent sets of
measurements. Statistical analysis was achieved by means of one-way
and two-way analyses of variance with the level of significance set at

probabilities of *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001, analyzed
with GraphPad Prism 7 software.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Physical, Microstructural, and Mechanical Char-

acteristics of the Scaffold. In this study, the in situ acid-
catalyzed sol−gel reaction associated with the unidirectional
freeze-casting approach has been implemented on the silica-SF
gel for producing anisotropic multiscale porous aerogels.
According to Figure 1, when silica-SF hybrid hydrogels,
which are freshly gelled and have enough amount of the solid
phase, are frozen unidirectionally under a pseudo-steady-state
of ice growth condition, an array of phase-separated polygonal
ice rods grow in parallel with the freezing direction from the
bottom of the gel. This strategy produces frozen gels consisting
of anisotropic ice crystals surrounded by the walls formed by
the dispersed silica nanoparticles and SF fibers (Figure 1).
After removal of the ice template and supercritical drying,
monolithic aerogels with almost ordered macropores can be
obtained. In the literature, the unidirectional freeze-casting,
which uses the ice as the structural directing agent, has been
referred to as the ice-segregation-induced self-assembly32,40

process, which forms an anisotropic structure from the sol, gel,
and various types of slurries like polymers and nanosheets.
According to Table 1, besides sol−gel reaction parameters,

the freezing conditions have also a high control on the
micromorphology of the resulting gel, such as pore orientation,
size, and other physical properties such as the extent of the
porosity ε (%), specific surface area (SBET), and mesopore size
regime (Dpore). The gel obtained by the low cooling rate (33
cm h−1) and low cooling temperature (−196 °C, LN2), silica-
SF-196-33, has shown bigger macrosized pores (17.84 ± 2.75)
compared to that obtained with a high cooling rate (66 cm
h−1) and high freezing temperature (−10 °C), silica-SF-10-66
(0.52 ± 0.14) (cf. Figure S1). This finding is in agreement with
the work of Nishihara et al.,40 who developed silica gel with an
ordered macroporous honeycomb-like microstructure with an
average macropore size range of 3−40 μm under varying
freezing conditions. According to their finding, at lower
freezing temperatures (Tf) and lower immersion rate of the
gel into the cooling bath (Vf), bigger macropores in the gel
body could be obtained.40

Also, all freeze-casted aerogels have indicated a high extent
of porosities (91−94%) with bulk densities (ρb) and Young’s
modulus (ε) highly dependent on the freezing direction (cf.
Table 1).
The silica-SF-196-33 was the lightest (ρb = 0.075 g cm−3)

and the strongest hybrid scaffold (ε = 7.3 MPa) as seen from
the data in Table 1 and the stress−strain curve obtained by
compressive studies (see also Figure S2). The reported bulk
density in silica-SF-196-33 is also lower than that of previously
reported open-cell scaffold foams or sponges.41 In this aerogel,
it is hypothesized that the microstructural alignment caused by
unidirectional freezing of the gel has provided a strength
toward compressive loads.
Therefore, the silica-SF-196-33 aerogel scaffold, hereafter

denoted “silica-SF aerogel scaffold”, has been selected as the
aerogel with optimal structural and mechanical properties and
implemented in detailed characterizations and biological
studies.
The internal microstructural pattern, from a multiscale

standpoint, has been studied with a combination of scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy
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(TEM), and X-ray microtomography (μ-CT) for the silica-SF-
196-33 aerogel (Figure 2a−c). Figure 2a reveals aligned
polygonal pores with a diameter of ∼18 μm (measured by
ImageJ) and a cell wall thickness of 0.4−1.5 μm (Figure 2a, T-
section). Since the aligned macropores have a polygonal cross
section and are parallel to the freezing direction (Figure 2a, L-
section), we named this micromorphology of the obtained
material as microhoneycomb because it resembles a mini-
aturized honeycomb topological structure.42

The microstructural alignment is also notable at low length
scales (nanometer) as shown in Figure 2b, with uniform
distribution of all key network elements Si, C, N, and O as
observed with TEM-EDX elemental mapping (Figure 2d). μ-
CT analysis in Figure 2c reveals that the pores are developed as
millimeter-long rods parallel to the freezing direction
throughout the material. Cross sections taken at different
positions along the ice growth direction show that the pore
density is almost the same in all lengths of the sample.
However, the pore size slightly decreases toward the center of
the material, which could be possibly due to the low thermal
contact of the gel center with the ice bath. This suggests that
the pore structure is almost uniform with relatively moderate
extent of pore interconnectivity. The detailed visual observa-
tions of the 3D scaffold structure are presented in the
Supporting Information (Videos S1 and S2).
The stress−strain curves in Figure 3a display the typical

deformation behavior of freeze-casted aerogels, i.e., linear
elastic behavior at low strain followed by a successive pore
collapse-related stress reduction at intermediate strains, and
finally a plastic yielding plateau with subsequent strain
hardening at high strain. We obtain a Young’s modulus of ε
= 7.3 MPa along the pore (freezing) direction (Figure 3a,
axial), which is significantly higher than the values for
previously reported pristine silk fibroin (0.09 MPa)16 and
silica aerogels (5−20 kPa)43 and comparable to that of recently

reported silk fibroin/carbon nanofiber composites (∼10
MPa).44 This anisotropic mechanical behavior in the scaffolds
resembles the anisotropic structure of the bone that is often
stronger in the direction with high mechanical load.

Figure 2.Microstructural and compositional characteristics of the silica-SF aerogel hybrid scaffold with (a) SEM, (b) TEM, (c) μ-CT scans and 3D
reconstruction, and (d) TEM-EDX elemental mapping.

Figure 3. (a) Stress−strain curve, solid-state MAS (b) 1H and (c) 29Si
NMR spectroscopies (including the proposed molecular structure of
the silica-SF aerogel), and (d) thermogravimetric (TG) analysis of the
silica-SF aerogel scaffold. SF aerogel in (b) has undergone the same
freezing conditions as the silica-SF aerogel.
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3.2. Scaffold’s Chemical Characteristics. The one-pot
gelation of the SF biopolymer with (organo)-silane occurs in
two steps. First, gelation is induced by assembling the SF in
diluted acidic media. The silk fibroin proteins become
physically cross-linked/assembled followed by simultaneous
hydrolysis and polycondensation of the (organo)-silanes in the
second step (cf. Figure 1). However, based on our previous
studies, in situ assembly of SF with silanes is very sensitive to
the type of the silane precursor as well as to the gelation pH.
Processing of the SF with the methyltrimethoxy silane
(CH3Si(OCH3)3, MTMS)28 precursor resulted in super-
hydrophobic final materials, whose gelation was hardly
controlled due to the polarity differences in sol components
as well as in the gelation kinetics of organic and inorganic
phases. Although these issues were solved by adding a phase
separation suppressing agent to the sol mixture as well as
conducting the gelation process in a successive two-step
process, the superhydrophobicity of the resulting hybrid
aerogel still hindered its application in biological environments.
By using tetrafunctional silanes like tetramethylorthosilicate

(Si(OCH3)4, TMOS),16,30 as a silane source of hybrid, the
macroscopic phase separation during gelation was significantly
circumvented. However, the methanol byproducts released
from the hydrolysis and condensation reactions caused an α
helix- to- β-sheet transformation in the SF component of the
gel and subsequently caused a shrunk, stiff, and hardly
degradable final hybrid gel product.16 The stiffness in this
hybrid aerogel was avoided using the silane coupling agents
(OR)3Si−R′. In this case, the coupling agent has not only
mediated the covalent interactions between SF and silica but
also increased the mechanical resiliency of the gel due to the
presence of flexible R′ groups. Nevertheless, the presence of
the nonhydrolyzable −Si−C bond,45 also known as a
nondegradable bond, in the formed gel structure was still
problematic for BTE applications. In this study, one-step sol−
gel processing of tetraethyl orthosilicate (Si(OCH2CH3)4,
TEOS) with SF in the presence of the acid catalyst (acetic
acid), and a minute amount of the surfactant, CTAB, as a
phase separation suppressing agent, appears to be more
appealing. As with later, the polarity difference in the gel
components and subsequent precursors’ demixing in the
aqueous phase have been substantially circumvented. This is
also evident from homogenous (molecularly) distribution of
network elements in the TEM-elemental mapping as shown at
Figure 2d. Importantly, the resulting final gel has very good
structural stability in the aqueous and cell media (cf. Figure 1)
with a very slow disintegration rate.
SF sol−gel transition occurs through inter- and intrachain

hydrogen bonding or physical cross-linking between the
peptide chains in the presence of the acid catalyst.46 During
gelation, some of the α-helix structures in the SF polymer
chains will also partially be transformed into the β-secondary
crystalline structure as a mechanically more stable conforma-
tion and therefore toughen the obtained gel.46 Due to the
availability of abundant various functional groups in the SF, the
silica phase is incorporated into the SF network in different
ways. A typical example might be based on covalent bonds,
hydrogen bonding, and/or dipole−dipole interactions (cf.
Figure 3).28 The more probable covalent interactions, as seen
in the solid-state MAS 1H NMR spectrum in Figure 3b, is
through condensation of abundant surface silanol groups
−(Si−OH) with dangling hydroxyl functionalities of the SF
network (e.g., with serine amino acids) to form Si−O−

CH2−(Ser), δ: 3.3 ppm. On the other hand, the silane sol−gel
polymerization in the sol mixture is followed simultaneously by
formation of different condensed silica species designated at
29Si CP-MAS NMR spectroscopy, Figure 3c, as Qn peaks, Q4,
(δ: −110 ppm), Q3, (δ: −99 ppm), and Q2 (δ: −91 ppm),
where n is the number of Si−O−Si bridges. During the
silane gelation, a network of particles forms, which is “glued”
together by the secondary phase of the silk fibroin network and
therefore forms an interpenetrated network of silica-SF.16

Thermogravimetric analysis as shown in Figure 3d indicates
that the silica-SF aerogel hybrids are thermally stable up to
∼253 °C, which is relatively similar to the other aerogel
composites obtained with other biopolymers like pectin and
cellulose.27,29 SF and the nonreacted ethoxy moieties in the
network decompose around 253 and 395 °C, respectively, with
the SF polymer comprising 22% of the overall mass of the
aerogel scaffold.
The 1H−29Si heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) MAS

NMR technique in Figure 4 confirms the appropriate

molecular proximity of network constituents, SF, and silica in
the hybrid structure through the coupling of SF protons with
Si atoms. The correlation of methylene protons in the side
chain of the SF network (serine and threonine, −CH2OH,

1H
NMR) with silicon atoms (Q4, Q3,

29Si NMR) of the silica
network shows cross-peaks that further reflect the formation of
molecularly mixed SF and silica domains instead of formation
of separated individual SF and silica-enriched domains in the
composites. This kind of correlation was also observed in our
previous studies with the other silane phases (TMOS and
MTMS) cogelled with the SF polymer.16,27,28 In general, this
technique provides a broad view regarding the homogenous
molecular scale mixing of the SF with silica/silsesquioxane
phases regardless of covalent or noncovalent interactions.27

3.3. Silica-SF Aerogel Scaffold Biological Properties
(in Vitro): Cell Viability, Attachment, Morphology,
Protein Adsorption, Hemocompatibility, Biodegrad-
ability, and Biomineralization Studies. 3.3.1. Cell Via-
bility. The 14 day MTT assay study shows that the silica-SF
aerogel scaffold extracted medium possesses minimum
cytotoxicity against osteoblast cells, which was comparable to
those of the control and the blank mediums (Figure 5a). Not
only did the medium collected from the incubated scaffold’s
degradation product did not cause any toxicity but also the
growth and proliferation of osteoblasts on day 7 and day 10
were even better than that in the negative control and fresh
medium. This suggests that the degradation or leaching
product of the scaffold not only was nontoxic but also increases

Figure 4. 1H−29Si heteronuclear correlation MAS NMR spectroscopy
of the silica-SF aerogel.
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Figure 5. (a) Cell toxicity, (b) protein adsorption, (c) hemolysis, and (d) degradation studies for silica and SF component, (i) including the
structure of the silicomolybdic acid (SMA) complex (ii) and its UV−visible spectra in different degradation solvents, phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS), and proteinase K (PK); (e) X-ray diffraction (XRD) diffractogram for biomineralization of the silica-SF aerogel scaffold.

Figure 6. (a−d) SEM and fluorescence microscopy images (Hoechst 33342 staining) of cell growth and attachment on the scaffold over 14 days.
(e) Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity and (f) calcium content of MG-63 cultured on the scaffold for 14 days. Statistical comparisons were
performed with respect to β-tricalcium phosphate (TCP), which represents the cells grown in the two-dimensional culture flask.
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the proliferation and growth of osteoblasts compared to the
blank medium.
3.3.2. Protein Adsorption. In tissue engineering, the

adsorbed proteins on the scaffold or implant surface are the
crucial regulators of many key signaling pathways. Namely,
adsorbed protein can give signals to the cells’ integrin and
boost cell adhesion to the scaffolds’ surface.47 Adsorption of
the FBS on the silica-SF aerogel scaffold surface was
investigated at three time points of 3, 8, and 24 h with the
BCA assay to quantify the amount of the adsorbed protein. As
is seen from Figure 6b, the initial average protein adsorbed on
the aerogel surface is high (400 μg mL−1, 3 h), which then
slightly increased to 430 μg mL−1 after 8 h of incubation and
subsequently dropped to 370 μg mL−1 after 24 h. The extent of
the protein−biomaterial interaction is largely defined by the
pore structure, surface charge, and surface roughness.44 The
dual meso-macroporous character in the aerogel scaffold
associated with high internal surface area (SBET = 433 m2

g−1) renders its surface highly prone to FBS protein
adsorption.47 On the other hand, we expect overall positive
surface charge for the synthesized silica-SF aerogel due to the
used acid catalyst in the sol−gel reaction, which further
augmented the adsorption of negatively charged BSA proteins
of FBS. However, for 24 h, due to the slight surface erosion of
the scaffold upon degradation, the protein adsorption slightly
declined.
3.3.3. Hemocompatibility. The acceptance of biomaterials

by the host tissue without provoking any adverse or
undesirable effect, e.g., without lysing of the red blood cells,
is known as biocompatibility.48 The silica-SF aerogel matrix
causes a minute amount of hemolysis (cf. Figure 5c). The level
lies at the range of nonhemolytic to slightly hemolytic (<2 to
2−8%) according to the standard hemolytic index (ASTM
F756-00(2000)).44 Our hemolysis data imply that the silica-SF
aerogel is clinically implantable due to minimal effect on the
lysis of RBCs, which can cause the release of procoagulant
factors and consequently affect the blood flow and induce
thrombogenesis.49

3.3.4. Biodegradation. Biodegradability within an accept-
able time without the release of any harmful metabolic
products is one of the most important features of biomaterials
as it enables incremental replacement of the scaffolding
material by newly formed functional tissue. The biodegrada-
tion rate of a biomaterial depends largely on its composition
and 3D structure.50 Since the silica-SF aerogel scaffold is highly
porous (94%), it aids the enzyme to access to the internal
structure and facilitate its biosorbability. The degradability of
the SF component of the scaffold was monitored through
incubation of the scaffold with PBS and PK (proteolytic
enzyme) solutions under a slight agitation (100 rpm, 37 °C)
and by monitoring the scaffold’s overall weight loss in the
scaffold at each time point. Simultaneously, the degradation of
silica into the silica species, e.g., silicic acids, Si(OH)4, in the
PBS and PK supernatants for each time point was also studied
through the silicomolybdic acid (SMA) spectrophotometric
method (cf. Figure 5d-i,ii). The SMA method allows one to
monitor the presence of monomeric silicic acids through
formation of the blue heteropoly acid, silico-12-molybdic acid
(H4SiMo12O40 cf. Figure 5d-ii) complex, which has an
absorbance band at λ = 810 nm. As shown in Figure 5d-i, an
intensity increase in the UV−vis spectra can be visually
confirmed with an increase in the color intensity of the blue
SMA complex at higher incubation times. Particularly, the

intensity of blue complex’s color is proportional to the
concentration of degraded silicate species in the solution. For
14 days of incubation, 0.22% of silica is degraded in PBS, but a
lower degradation quantity (0.18%) is observed in the case of
PK due to the possibility of interaction of the enzyme with the
molybdate reagent, which prevented SMA complex formation.
Instead, in 14 days, SF degradation in PK (8% degradation) is
higher than that observed in PBS solution (2.7% degradation)
(cf. Figure 5d-iii). Previous studies showed that B. mori scaffold
sponges degraded quite faster (within 1 month), leaving the
gap early without the formation of the neotissue.51 The
hybridization of SF with silica seems to contract high
degradability of SF and keeps the balance between the scaffold
degradation and in vivo new tissue formations. The fate of
these released degradation products may follow two paths:
either remain in the local tissue or degraded with alveolar
macrophage.44

3.3.5. Biomineralization. The bonelike hydroxyapatite
(HAp, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) crystal formation on the scaffold
surface was confirmed with the XRD diffractogram at Figure 5e
for different immersion times in the simulated body fluid
(SBF). Except the peaks masked by broad characteristic peaks
of silk fibroin at 21 and 24°, the characteristic peaks at 26.5°
(0, 0, 2), 31.9° (2, 1, 1), 45.5° (2, 2, 2), and 56.6° (3, 2, 2)44

significantly match with the standard HAp crystallographic
planes enlisted in JCPDS card number 09-0432. These results
are in line with our observation in the SEM study in Figure S3
and confirm the ability of our fabricated conductive silica-SF
aerogel scaffold to form apatite in a short time period. The
SEM images show a significant change in the micro-
morphology of the scaffold matrixes with respect to the plain
scaffold (Figure 2a), where different amounts and sizes of Ca−
P salts are formed with immersion in SBF. Also, SEM
micrographs revealed significant changes in the morphology of
HAp from small aggregates of particles (3rd day) to
micrometric-sized clusters of Ca−P crystals at higher
incubation times (14th day). The elemental composition
analyzed by energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (Figure S3) is also
found to be similar to the stoichiometric ratio of HAp crystals.
The formation of Ca−P crystals indicates the surface

bioactivity of silica-SF scaffolds and their ability to absorb
PO4

3− and Ca2+ electrostatically. The surface silanol groups of
nanostructured silica in the scaffold can attract Ca2+ cations of
SBF and create a surface layer with positive charge, which can
then adsorb PO4

3− and make the apatite nucleate and grow.
3.3.6. Cell Attachment, ALP Activity, and Mineralization

Assessment. It is already known that the osteoblast is highly
receptive to the surface chemistry, roughness, and energy of
the materials. It is expected that highly porous character and
the presence of the nanostructured silica together with the SF
fibrous nature ultimately increase the surface topography and
therefore increase the cellular interaction. On the other hand,
as the SF in the scaffold tended to swell in the medium
(swelling ratio: 22.1% after 24 h), the structure became bigger
in size and the cells inclined into the scaffolds. Therefore, as
can be seen from SEM micrographs and fluorescence images of
Hoechst 33342 stained attached cells (cf. Figure 6a−d), the
silica-SF aerogel supports osteoblast cell growth and
proliferation up to 14 days. On day 1, the cells started to
attach to the aerogel scaffold surface with almost the same
morphology as seen on the surface of coverslips, as a reference,
and the scaffold microstructure is quite different than what is
observed in a plain scaffold (see also Figure 2a). On day 7, it
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seems that the cellular actin filament substantially covers the
surface of the scaffold with an increase in the cell-to-cell
contact through cytoskeleton extension and occupies the
interconnected 3D pores (see arrowheads in Figure 6c). On
day 14, a confluent cell layer with a rough surface covered the
entire surface of the silica-SF aerogel scaffold, reflecting
multilayer proliferation of MG-63 cells forming a uniform
and compact ECM on the silica-SF aerogel.
As the early marker of bone cell differentiation, Figure 6e

shows the ALP activity of cells cultured on the scaffold and
TCP. On day 1, both groups demonstrated very low ALP
activity, which represents poor differentiation of the cells into
the osteoblast phenotype. Measurement of the ALP activity in
the next days showed significantly higher ALP activity for the
MG-63 cells seeded on the scaffolds than the blank TCP at
each time point. In addition, mineralization was evaluated by
the determination of calcium content, known as the late
marker of cell differentiation toward osteoblasts. In line with
the ALP activity test, Figure 6f shows remarkably higher
deposition of calcium on cells on days 7 and 14 for the

scaffolds compared to TCP samples. These findings imply that
the silica-SF aerogel scaffold, which possesses the main
constituent of human bones, can provide an outstanding
biomimic environment for the attachment of osteoblast cells as
well as growth, proliferation, osteogenic differentiation,
mineralization, and eventually osteogenesis for bone formation
within a short time period.

3.4. In Vivo Studies. The main purpose of tissue
engineering studies is to regenerate the structure and function
of damaged tissues through the systematic trigger of molecular
signaling of involved cells. A soft or hard three-dimensional
structure made of degradable biomaterials is usually applied to
provide a temporary template for cell proliferation in vivo.52

Therefore, we investigated the in vivo bone formation potential
of the fabricated 3D silica-SF aerogel scaffold by macroscopic
optical imaging, as well as X-ray and μ-CT studies.53,54 The
macroscopic images showed the new bone formation around
and inside the implants (Figure 7a). Biocompatibility of the
scaffold was approved since macroscopic degenerative change
and necrosis were not observed in the defect site and around

Figure 7. (a) Macroscopic view of the scaffold-implanted site after 25 days of placement in the region of the rat femur. (b) Micro-CT images of the
bone in the control group without creating any defect as well as defect sites without and with scaffold after 25 days of surgery and implantation. The
yellow area shows the areas without bone formation in the animals with bone defect but no scaffold implantation. (c) Counterplot color-based
analysis of the bone density based on the radiographic images of the different tested groups shown in the bottom-right area of each counterplot
image. The red area represents high density of the bone, whereas the green color demonstrates the parts without any bone formation. The bone
density profile of the bone areas covered by the black line is drawn in counterplot color-based bone density analysis.
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the boundary of the implanted scaffold at 25 days post-
implantation. Sabri et al.55,56 have also previously substantiated
the biocompatibility of the multichannel silica-based aerogel
hybrid as a peripheral nerve repair scaffold in the rat model. In
contrast, necrosis and cellular degeneration were observed in
the animals that did not receive postsurgical scaffold
implantation in the defect site of the femur. The images of
the scaffold-receiving group also showed the integration of the
scaffold into bone microstructure during the study period
without any harmful effect on the surrounding tissues. In fact,
the scaffold was well accepted by the local bone tissue without
complications, such as infection, bleeding, or inflammation. In
line with optical photographs, μ-CT imaging exhibited the
desirable progression of bone tissue regeneration in the
scaffold-inserted animals (Figure 7b). The periosteum
formation was complete in the animals receiving scaffold
implantation, but very poor growth of the periosteum was
observed in the defect site of the scaffold-free group. The X-ray
radiography images showed a remarkable difference in the
radiodensity of the defect site in surgery/no scaffold and
surgery/scaffold animal groups, which proves the successful
scaffold-mediated bone formation and favorable host−material
interaction. The counterplot color-based bone density analysis

of the radiography images demonstrated green areas in the red
healthy and dense tissues of the bone, a sign of remaining bone
defect after 25 days postsurgery in the animals that did not
receive scaffold implantation (Figure 7c). On the other hand,
as an indicator of the mineralized callus synthesis and bone
healing, the defect area of the bone was showing red color, and
there was no sign of low-density bone (green color) in the
scaffold-implanted animals. The corresponding bone density
profiles of the black line shown in the counterplot color-based
images of each group of the animals are also shown. The bone
density of the scaffold-implanted area is similar to intact bone
of the control group after 25 days, confirming rapid initiation
of new and healthy bone formation.
A detailed examination of the in vivo toxicology of the

scaffold was further performed over 60 days to identify its in
vivo translation potential. Sixteen biochemical and hemato-
logical parameters were screened (cf. Figure 8). It was found
that no meaningful changes were observed in red blood cells
(RBCs), hemoglobin (HGB), hematocrit (HCT), and platelet
(PLT) level for the scaffold-implanted group in comparison to
the control group (Figure 8). On the other hand, the number
of white blood cells (WBCs) increased. Since no infection was
observed in the animals at the site of surgery, the increased

Figure 8. In vivo toxicity evaluation. Hematological index and biochemical blood analysis of rats at 1, 15, 30, 45, and 60 days post scaffold
implantation are compared to the control group that was not subjected to surgery. The results show the mean and SD of BUN, CREA, LDH, ALP,
TP, ALB, Ca, Ph, RBC, HGB, HCT, PLT, WBC, neutrophils (NEUT), lymphocytes (LYMPH), and monocytes (MONO) at different time points
post scaffold implantation.
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values for WBCs can be associated with the inflammation and
intelligent immunity due to the surgery performed on the
animals that received scaffold implantation. A series of blood
biochemical indexes and minerals, including blood urea
nitrogen (BUN), creatinine (CREA), lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), total protein (TP),
albumin (ALB), calcium (Ca), and phosphor (Ph), were
examined. Among all, just ALP and ALB demonstrated
significant abnormity compared to the control group. As
functional indexes for the proper functioning of organs in the
body of mice, other factors showed negligible changes between
the control and scaffold-implanted groups. In general, we
concluded that the tested scaffold does not have a negative
impact on hematological, renal, and hepatic functions of the
animals.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Hierarchically organized porous silica-silk fibroin aerogel
hybrids with a honeycomb-like macropore morphology have
been synthesized through a novel aqueous-based sol−gel
process, unidirectional freeze-casting, and supercritical drying
approaches. The hybrid aerogel of this study demonstrated a
multitude of improved properties such as high porosity, high
specific surface area with an interesting anisotropic micro-
morphology, and improved anisotropic mechanical behavior.
The in vitro cell biology experiments within 14 days of
incubation revealed that aerogel scaffolds are biocompatible,
and their surface is very prone to osteoblast attachment and
growth. In addition, due to the high specific surface area
originating from their micro- and mesoporous microarchitec-
ture, as well as the osteoconductive nature of the nano-
structured silica component in the scaffold, the surface of the
scaffold augmented the protein adsorption as well as the
sedimentation of bone-type hydroxyapatite minerals, respec-
tively. The in vivo bone formation studies supported the in
vitro studies and substantiated the high potential of the aerogel
implant to support the new bone tissue in the defect site
without any negative biochemical and hematological toxic
effects during bone formation. Finally, the fruitful biophysical
and biological characteristics of the present aerogel composite
may help in mimicking the in vivo physiological niche as well
as in vitro bone disease tissue models.
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